INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Sharps Transport Tube Model 50035
Single Use Container

The Sharps Transport Tube Model 50035 container was designed to hold sharps such as blood needles, lancers and small syringes.

Loading sharps while Transport Tube is in a vertical position:

1. Remove the screw top lid from the Transport Tube
2. Holding the Transport Tube, place sharps into container, sharp end first
3. Hold Transport Tube near the bottom of the threaded area
4. Close the lid on the Transport Tube
5. To close lid:
   a. Hold Transport Tube near the bottom of the threaded area
   b. Place lid over open end of the container
   c. Turn lid clockwise until it is fully seated and snaps/clicks over the locking lug
      (Approximately 1½ - 2 turns)

Loading sharps while Transport Tube is in a horizontal position

1. Remove the screw top lid from the Transport Tube
2. Lay the Transport Tube on a flat surface
3. Using one hand place the sharps into the opening of the Transport Tube
4. Close lid on the Transport Tube
5. To close lid:
   a. Hold Transport Tube near the bottom of the threaded area
   b. Place lid over open end of the container
   c. Turn lid counter clockwise until it is fully seated and snaps/clicks over the locking lug
      (Approximately 1½ - 2 turns)

Caution

1. Do not overfill container
2. Do not force sharps into container
3. Do not place thumbs or fingers into tube
4. Close Transport Tube after sharps are loaded
5. The container should be changed after loading sharps and snaps/clicks over the locking lug.
6. Container is single use
7. Dispose of container when full per local, state and federal regulation
8. Do Not Autoclave

Note: User should carry a sufficient number of containers to adequately accommodate disposal of anticipated sharps usage
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